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CSE 5A 

Introduction To Programming (C/C++) 
 

Homework 8 
Read Chapter 10 Due: Wednesday, December 5 by 6:00pm 
 

Create a new folder named HW8 (note uppercase HW6) in your cs5f@ieng9 Home Directory. With Dev-C++, 

create a new source file - file type: C source (*.c) - named hw8.c (note lowercase hw8.c) saved in the new HW8 

folder. Feel free to ask the tutors on duty in the lab for help. 
 

hw8.c will be a program writing several functions, arrays of characters as Strings, a little bit of pointers, and 

several string manipulation library functions covered in the Notes on Strings. The program is a simple 

English-to-Pig Latin and Pig Latin-to-English translator.  The user will have the option to select which 

translation to perform and input lines of English or Pig Latin phrases that will be translated to Pig Latin or 

English one line at a time until the user indicates there is no more input. 

 

For our purposes we will use the following algorithm to translate an English word to a Pig Latin word: Take the 

first character of the English word and move it to the end of the English word and add "ay".  If the original 

English word started with a capital/uppercase character, then the resulting Pig Latin word will also start with a 

capital/uppercase character and the first character that is moved to the end is converted to lowercase.  To 

translate a Pig Latin word to English, reverse the process. 

 

Let us start with a couple example executions of the program (user input is in bold): 
 

Welcome to the Pig Latin translator. 

 

Would you like to 

        A/a) Translate from English into Pig Latin 

        B/b) Translate from Pig Latin into English 

(A/a or B/b): a 

 

Enter English phrases: 

Hello World 

Ellohay Orldway  

 

nix tell 

ixnay elltay  

 

be rar KO 

ebay array Okay  

 

I like this Computer Programming gig   

Iay ikelay histay Omputercay Rogrammingpay iggay  

 

 

 
Welcome to the Pig Latin translator. 

 

Would you like to 

        A/a) Translate from English into Pig Latin 

        B/b) Translate from Pig Latin into English 

(A/a or B/b): B 

 

Enter Pig Latin phrases: 

Iay ikelay histay Omputercay Rogrammingpay iggay 

I like this Computer Programming gig  

 

ixnay elltay 

nix tell  
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General outline of the program. 

(See the output above and the sample executable for exact wording of prompts and other output/format.) 

 

0) Start Early!  Proceed in Baby Steps! 

 

1) Display banner and translation menu options. Call readABChoice() to read the user's menu choice. 

readABChoice() will continually loop until the user enters one of the menu choices. 

 

2) Based on the user's choice, prompt the user to enter English phrases or Pig Latin phrases and set a flag to 

keep track of which translation you will be performing on the input. 

 

3) In a loop, read up a line of input using fgets() [See the Notes/Lecture on Strings why we want to use fgets().] 

until there is no more input as indicated by the user entering <Control>Z at the keyboard in the lab (or if 

redirecting from a file, there are no more lines in the file). [Use <Control>D if running on Unix or a Mac.] 

 

4) In a nested loop, read each word in the line using sscanf() as outlined in the Notes/Lecture on Strings. There 

are other ways of parsing the line like this using strtok(), but let's try to keep it simple with what we have 

covered in the book/Notes/Lecture. Call either englishToPigLatin() or pigLatinToEnglish() with each word 

depending on the type of translation. 

 

5) Output the translated word with a trailing space and loop back to parse and translate the next word (#4). 

 

6) When all the words on the line have been translated and output, loop back to read the next line (#3). 

 

You will need to include the following Std Library header files for the various library functions you will use: 

 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

 

Here are the function prototypes you must use (besides your main() function) for the functions you write: 
 

 char readABChoice(); 

 void englishToPigLatin( char englishWord[], char pigWord[] ); 

 void pigLatinToEnglish( char pigWord[], char englishWord[] ); 

 

Please also go to a Discussion Section to learn more about how to complete this programming assignment. Also 

use the Notes of Strings as a guide to using some of the string input and manipulation functions. 

 

Function Details 

 

char readABChoice( void ); 

 

This function will prompt the user to enter either an upper- or lowercase 'A' or 'B' and loop using the same 

prompt until the user enters one of these characters.  Return the character read.  Remember to eat the newline 

character after your scanf() of a character. 

 
(A/a or B/b): c 

(A/a or B/b): X 

(A/a or B/b): R 

(A/a or B/b): b 
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void englishToPigLatin( char englishWord[], char pigWord[] ); 

 

This function translates the English word in first array into the Pig Latin word storing it in the second array. 

There are several ways to order the operations that need to be performed.  You are given the latitude to decide 

what works best for you.  Basically you need the first char. of the English word passed in the englishWord[] 

array moved to the end of the word with "ay" appended as the Pig Latin translation in the pigWord[] array. 

 

Preserve capitalization of the first char. of the word in the translation. For example, Computer becomes 

Omputercay. 

 

You will most likely want to use the Std C Library routines strcpy()/strncpy(), strlen(), isupper(), toupper(), 

tolower(), and possibly strcat()/strncat(). All of these are in the book and highlighted in the Notes/Lecture. 

 

void pigLatinToEnglish( char pigWord[], char englishWord[] ); 

 

This function reverses the translation taking a Pig Latin word and translating it back into English.  You may 

assume all Pig Latin words passed to this function and entered in this program are well-formed and correct Pig 

Latin words. 

 

The third from the last char. in the word is the first char. in the English word. The chars. up to this third from 

the last char. forms the rest of the English word.  Preserve capitalization.  For example, Omputercay becomes 

Computer. 

 

 

We will automatically collect your HW8/hw8.c files from your cs5f course specific home directories on ieng9 

at 6pm on Wednesday.  Make sure your HW8 project is stored in your cs5f home directory folder.  If you have 

any questions/problems with this, see one of the tutors or the instructor. 

 

Follow the commenting style outlined in the example full listing attached to the Functions notes. In particular, a 

file header comment is required, each function requires a header comment, and each logical block of code 

requires a block comment. 

 

Follow proper indentation and coding style as outlined in class. Use judicious use of #define statements instead 

of hardcoding. 

 

 

I will place a sample executable in the Class Resources / cs5f Public directory under Examples folder 

 

 hw8.exe 

START EARLY!!! 

Have fun! 
 

EXTRA CREDIT (5%) 

 

For 5% extra credit, complete this HW by 6:00 pm on Tuesday, Dec. 4.  The date of your last file save will be 

used to determine whether you earn the extra credit.  You can always make changes to your hw8.c up to the 

regular due date/time, but any changes made after 6:00 pm on Dec. 4 will automatically forfeit extra credit. 
 


